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l. 25 pts. True or False. Mark True only if the statement is always true. 

TRUE FALSE 


(a) 2 	pts. To implement the linear convolution of two N x 
N images using pointwise multiplication of FFT's, it is 
generally necessary to periodically extend the images to 
a size of 2N x 2N before the FFT's are calculated. 

(b) 3 	pts. Any positive Boolean function can be used to 
define a Stack Filter. 

(c) 	3 pts. Homomorphic filters are most useful for trans
forming a multiplicative white noise problem into an ad
ditive white noise problem. 

(d) 3 	pts. For a white noise digital image, the autocorrela
tion function is given by the Kronecker delta <5[m, n]. 

(e) 2 	pts. The main problem with watershed algorithms is 
that they often over segment the image. 

(f) 	2 pts. The median filter is a low-pass filter that is es
pecially effective for reducing additive Gaussian white 
noise. 

(g) 2 	pts. The gray scale morphological DILATE filter is 
identical to the gray scale order statistic MAX filter. 

(h) 2 	pts. The main advantages of the gradient based edge 
detectors is low computational complexity and low sen
sitivity to noise. 

(i) 	3 pts. Huffman coding, quantization, and run-length 
coding were selected for the JPEG image compression 
standard because the combination of these three tech
niques guarantees that the compression ratio reaches the 
theoretically optimal value for a lossless code. 

(j) 	3 pts. The technical term pixel is a contraction of pixie 
elephant, a tiny species of winged elephant found primar
ily in southern India. 
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2. 	 25 pts. A continuous optical image Ic(x, y) is given by the linear convolution 

Ic(x, y) = Jc(x, y) * Kc(x, y) = - a, y - j3)Kc(a, 13) dadj3,i:i: Je(x 

where 

and 
K ( ) _ sin(57fx) sin(77fY) 

e x, y - 357f2xy . 

The spatial coordinates x and yare expressed in units of millimeters. 
~ 

Therefore Ie(wx, wy) = Je(wx, wy)Ke(wx, wy), where Wx and Wy are in units of Hz/mm 

(cycles/mm). 

A 1024 x 1024 digital image I(i, j) is obtained by sampling Ie(x ,y) according to 

I(i , j) = Ie (i!:::., j!:::.) , where the horizontal and vertical sample spacings are given by 

!:::. = 0.08mm. 

Is this sampling sufficiently dense for the digital image I (i, J) to have the appearance 

of the optical image I c(x, y) without visibly evident distortion? 
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3. 25 pts. Consider the cameraman image II shown below. 

The size of the image is 256 x 256 pixels and each pixel has eight bits. Five grayscale 

morphological filters are applied, all with respect to the structuring element lffi 

SQUARE(9), to define five new filtered images according to 

JIM - MED(ll,lffi), 

JIE ERODE(ll,lffi), 

JI D DILATE(ll,lffi), 

JIo = OPEN(ll,lffi), 

JIe = CLOSE(ll , lffi). 

Label the five output images shown on the next page. 
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Problem 3 cont .. . 
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4. 	 25 pts. Gray scale digital images nwith 3 bits per pixel and gray levels in the range 

{O, 1, . . . , 7} are modeled as coming from an information source with the following 

source symbol probabilities (normalized histogram) : 

(a) 
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15 pts. Desig~ a Huffn1 an co pe to nco de these images. 
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Problem 4 cont ... 

(b) 	 5 pts. Find the expected BPP (bits per pixel) and CR (compression ratio) for 

the coded images C (TI) . 
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(c) 	 5 pts. Does your code reach the theoretical bound on maximum entropy reduc

tion? Explain why or why not. 
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